
CASE STUDY
HOW FOCUSED ON MACHINING SAVED AN OEM
CUSTOMER’S ASSEMBLY AFTER A BUDGET
MARKETPLACE DELIVERED LOW-QUALITY PARTS. 

Focused on Machining’s customer is a US-based original equipment 

manufacturer (OEM) that builds robotic laser welding machines for use in 

a broad range of industries, including automotive, electronics, eyewear, 

hardware, medical, sanitation, and more.

INDUSTRY: AUTOMATION

LOCATION: DENVER

The Company

THE PROJECT
THE CHALLENGE: The OEM ordered assembly services from Focused on 

Machining for highly complex housings made by a budget marketplace. 

Unfortunately, the housings arrived with serious quality and accuracy 

issues.

THE SOLUTION:  After identifying the issue, Focused on Machining immediately 

notified the OEM of our concerns, presenting potential solutions and their 

corresponding costs.

THE OUTCOME: Focused on Machining manufactured a new set of housings 

and delivered a top-quality assembly to our OEM customer.  

ACCEPTING THIRD-PARTY PARTS
FOR HARDWARE ASSEMBLY
Focused on Machining quoted our repeat OEM customer for machining and 

assembly. Hoping to save money, however, the customer turned to an 

on-demand industrial parts marketplace for budget machining. The 

machined parts would then come directly to our precision machine shop 

for assembly, packing, and delivery to our customer. After a two-month 

delay, the on-demand marketplace finally shipped the parts: 5 gear 

housings that hold electronics and laser diodes for a laser welding 

application. Even at the marketplace’s low rates, the housings had been 

expensive for a few reasons:
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The print contained three pages documenting over 150 features with 

tolerance callouts from +/- 0.005” to as tight as +0.0015”.

These particular housings were made from copper alloy 110, also 

called electrolytic tough pitch copper, an expensive material with 

high electrical conductivity.

Each housing received gold plating, or electroplating, before getting 

tapped for the more than 50 pieces of hardware that Focus on 

Machining would install.



DELIVERING
HIGH-QUALITY PARTS

Focused on Machining began at the beginning, remaking the 5 housings that 

the on-demand marketplace had ruined with careless workmanship.

We machined the workpieces, annealed the parts, tapped and threaded the 

holes and press-fittings, all while maintaining clean workstations and 

even cleaner parts. When we had 5 flawless housings on the shelf, we 

assembled each with its hardware and then shipped the completed 

assemblies to our very relieved customer.

Though it pains us that our valued customer was forced to tolerate the 

unnecessary delays and poor quality provided by a budget parts 

marketplace, Focused on Machining is proud that our precision machine 

shop could step in, step up, and deliver a satisfying solution.
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DISCOVERING CATASTROPHICALLY
LOW QUALITY
Though our customer was merely seeking less expensive manufacturing, 

the on-demand marketplace delivered parts that were nothing short of 

cheap.

Upon examining the parts, we first noticed the problematic threaded 

holes. They’d been threaded for Heli-Coils but not deburred. Ground metal 

dusted each housing, and we began pulling additional metal chips out of 

every hole using our fingers.

Next, we inspected the press-fit holes. By definition, “press-fit” holes are 

meant to be slightly smaller than their hardware. These plated 

through-holes are designed to hold connector leads securely without 

soldering.

Unfortunately, the budget marketplace had tapped press-fit holes 0.05” 

too small for the hardware. Had we forced the pins into these press-fit 

holes, the excessive pressure would have deformed the hardware and led 

to the assembly’s total failure.

Focused on Machining was not the cause of the housings’ low quality, but 

with the parts and hardware in our precision machine shop, the problem 

became ours to solve.

Our first step was communicating with our customer, who had no idea that 

their housings had fallen victim to sloppy machining. We presented a 

series of possible solutions, but each fix introduced new challenges.

The burrs could be removed from the threaded holes, but that would have 

required machining into thread. We could remove the metal chips still 

embedded in the part’s non-threaded holes, but cleaning would be 

time-consuming and tedious. And the only way to fix the too-small 

press-fit holes was to remachine all 50 holes, which would require 0.5-1 

hour of machine time per holeto align and indicate the part in perfectly.

After much discussion with our customer, we all agreed: the cost of fixing 

the low-quality parts was greater than the cost of starting over.

The gold-plated copper housings would have to be remade entirely. But 

this time, Focused on Machining would make them.

CRAFTING A
CUSTOMER-FOCUSED SOLUTION


